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Real-Time Downward View Generation of a Vehicle
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Abstract—In the study, a method to generate the downward
image of current vehicle location using a commercial around
view monitor (AVM) is proposed. The proposed system consists
of three stages, namely feature tracking, obstacle filtering, and
downward view generation. In the feature tracking stage, the Shi-
Tomasi corner detection is used and feature tracking is performed
with a KLT (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi) tracker to determine the
transformation between AVM images. In the obstacle filtering
stage, features on obstacles are filtered by using the difference
in a tracking distance between features detected on the ground
and features detected on the obstacle. This is performed by
using a histogram based on the tracking distance of features.
Finally, in the downward view generation stage, transformation
between the current AVM image and previous AVM image
is obtained by using the tracked feature pair refined via the
aforementioned steps. Specifically, the random sample consensus
(RANSAC) method is used to obtain transformations from which
the influence of outliers is removed. The downward image of the
current vehicle is generated by the obtained transformation and
is synthesized to the existing AVM image. The results indicate
that the proposed system synthesizes the existing AVM image and
the generated downward image of a vehicle in a seamless way by
determining the exact pair of matching points between current
and previous AVM images. We believe the proposed system can
be utilized in efficient wireless charging system and safe driving
system.

Index Terms—Around view monitor (AVM), advanced driver
assistance system (ADAS), feature tracking, transformation esti-
mation, obstacle filtering

I. INTRODUCTION

ADvanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are systems
that provide information and warnings, with respect to

risk of accidents to assist drivers in safe driving. The system
comprises several sensors that are installed on the vehicle. The
system is one of the most important underlying technologies
for autonomous vehicles, and several automakers currently
offer a variety of ADAS options. Among them, a visual-based
ADAS using a vision sensor can be installed at a relatively
low cost. Hence, it is widely adopted.

An around view monitor (AVM) [1] is one of the visual-
based ADAS. It consists of four cameras mounted on the front,
rear, left, and right sides of a vehicle. The system synthesizes
images from four cameras to provide a view from the top
of the vehicle. Recently, many manufacturers are providing
vision-based ADASs similar to AVM. For example, 360° view
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system, surround camera system, surround view monitoring
system, multi-angle vision system, bird’s-eye view vision
system. These systems differ only in the number of cameras
or the types of viewpoints available, but the main features
and related technologies are the identical. As the technology
which show different viewpoints using multi cameras such
as AVM evolves and popularizes, several applications using
this technology have been proposed. S. Hecker, et.al. [2]
summarized representative examples. For instance, Advanced
driver assistance systems often use the bird’s eye view and the
3-D surround view, which provides the panoramic image of
vehicle surrounds. This will help the driver know the driving
environment and remove visual blind spots [3]–[5]. Trajec-
tories and maneuvers of surrounding vehicles are estimated
with panoramic camera arrays [6]. Algorithms for detecting
and tracking pedestrians and vehicles using all around view
are studied in [7]. Lane detection using AVM is investigated
in [8], [9]. Transform model is proposed using one rear camera
for parking assistance in [10]. The system for recognizing and
detecting parking spaces using bird’s eye view was studied in
[11], [12]. The surround view is used to guide the driver to
make parking easier in [13]. Thus, various studies have been
conducted on the necessity of supporting the driver’s driving
and developing the vehicle for autonomous driving.

However, to the best of our knowledge, a system for
displaying downward images of the vehicle has not been
studied. Previous studies only provide the surrounding view
of the vehicle, and the car’s underside is empty or covered
with a virtual image. The downward view of the vehicle is
useful when the car needs to move to the correct position.
With the recent mass distribution of electric vehicles, many

Figure 1. Method to generate downward image of a vehicle.
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automobile companies are developing and commercializing
wireless charging systems [14] for the safety and convenience
of battery charging. Even roadway-powered electric vehicle
systems [15], [16], which are charged while driving without
having to go to the charging station, are also being developed.
In these wireless charging systems, the charging efficiency is
greatly affected by alignment between the charging pad on
the ground and the charging panel of the vehicle. K. Y. Kim,
et al. [17] has tested the magnetic resonance wireless charg-
ing efficiency according to misalignment to demonstrate that
correct alignment is important to increase charging efficiency.
Therefore, the downward view of the vehicle is needed to
help drivers easily check alignment with wireless charging
pad. Furthermore, the downward view of the vehicle can be
helpful for safe driving in cases when cracks and obstacles on
the road can cause fatal damage to tires.

In the AVM image sequence, the downward image of
the current vehicle is appeared in the previous scene. The
AVM image of the previous time is required to generate the
downward image of the vehicle using AVM. The downward
image of the current vehicle is generated by fetching the area
corresponding to the current downward view from the previous
AVM image as shown in Fig. 1. The process can be performed
by estimating transformation between the current AVM image
and previous AVM image. Generally, the transformation is
estimated by determining feature correspondences between
images [18]. However, it is a challenging task to obtain the
transformation from the AVM image.

There are three characteristics that make it difficult to obtain
the transformation from the AVM image. First, the AVM
image is mainly composed of roads, which are characterized
by repeatedly distributed similar textures. The determination
of feature correspondences in the environment exhibits con-
straints. Second, there is a partial loss (for e.g., blurring or
seam lines) on the AVM image owing to the process of creating
the AVM. It is difficult to detect features on a low-quality
image. Finally, the AVM image contains objects located on
the road, and features detected on those objects make the
transformation inaccurate.

In the present study, we propose a novel method to obtain
the accurate transformation even in the challenging conditions
of the AVM image. First, we use a KLT (Kanade-Lucas-
Tomasi) feature tracker [19] that is robust even for images
with similar textures. The other methods [20]–[22] that find
the feature correspondences by describing a feature with the
descriptor do not perform well on images that consist of
similar textures. Second, we set the region of interest (ROI) for
feature detection avoiding the defective parts of AVM image as
possible. Finally, while the features detected from the road area
exhibit the same motion, the features detected from the objects
exhibit different motions when compared to the road area.
Based on the aforementioned difference, the features from the
object are removed.

The study includes the following three contributions. First,
we provide the downward view of the vehicle to drivers so that
they can accurately locate the vehicle. Second, we propose a
robust method to determine the transformation even in the
challenging environment of an AVM image that exhibits poor

quality and contains other objects which are not the ground.
Third, in order to find features suitable for feature-tracking
in road environments, we compared the features widely used
through experiments.

The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work. Sections III details an overview of
the proposed method. Sections IV–VI describe the stages
for feature tracking, obstacle filtering, and downward view
generation. Section VII presents experimental results by using
a commercial AVM database. Finally, section VIII concludes
the study.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Around View Monitor (AVM)

The AVM system is composed of fisheye cameras to ensure
the wide field of view. In order to create an AVM image
with the fisheye camera, the distortion should be corrected.
There are methods [23]–[25] to model the distortion of the
fisheye camera. These distortion models commonly indicate
that increases in the distance from the principal point increase
the degree of distortion. Therefore, the corrected image tends
to exhibit higher loss toward the edge due to distortion
correction.

In order to convert the corrected image to the topview, a
homography is calculated by four or more pairs of points
between undistorted image and targeted ground plane [26].
The image is warped with the estimated homography. While
this warping into the topview exhibits the effect of removing
the perspective distortion, it stretches the image of the area
farther from the camera. Therefore, the blur increases when
the distance from the camera increases.

The images for which distortion is corrected and converted
into topview are attached into a single image by considering
each position. There are several blending approaches [27], [28]
used in the image stitching method to attach multiple images
without seam lines. However, it is not appropriate to apply
the aforementioned methods on commercial AVM operating
on an embedded computing environment. Therefore, several
automakers either skip the blending process or use simpler
methods.

B. Retrieving Vehicle’s Translation and Rotation from AVM

In order to generate downward image of a vehicle, we need
to fetch the area corresponding to the current downward view
from the previous AVM image. This requires transformation
estimation between two AVM frames, and it is equivalent
to estimate translation and rotation of a vehicle. Recently,
several researchers proposed the methods to retrieve vehicle’s
translation and rotation by using the information around the
vehicle provided by AVM. Jae Kyu Suhr and Ho Gi Jung [12]
proposed a method to recognize parking slots in various shapes
by detecting parking lines in the AVM image, and track the
parking slots based on DCM (directional chamfer matching)
[29] method. This is corresponding to obtain the translation
and rotation of the vehicle. However, their method is not purely
vision-based, i.e., they utilize a motion sensor.
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Dongwook Kim et. al. [9] determined the lanes in the
AVM image and matched the digital map that contained
geo-localized lane markings to obtain a rigid transformation
by using ICP (iterative closest point) [30]. Similar to the
aforementioned method, they additionally use a wheel speed
sensor and a yaw rate sensor of a vehicle.

Senbo Wang et. al. [31] proposed a purely vision-based
method which is similar to the proposed method. They ac-
quired feature correspondences from AVM sequence, and
calculated moving distance and rotation angle of a vehicle.
They filtered out the estimation results by using repeated
median estimator [32] to deal with the errors on the feature
correspondences. Nevertheless, repeated median estimator has
a breakdown point of 50% [33], which means it only can
handle for less than 50% of outliers. Therefore, it is impossible
to derive the result in AVM frames covered with the obstacles
more than half the area. In our study, we proposed a method
to rule out the region with the obstacles by the difference in
motion between the features on the ground and the features
on the obstacles.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 2. Structure of the downward view generation of vehicles using AVM.

The system consists of three stages, namely feature track-
ing, obstacle filtering, and downward image generation. First,
the feature is detected and tracked among the continuously
inputted AVM images in the feature tracking stage. After
detecting the features by using the Shi-Tomasi corner detection
method, the feature points are tracked by using the Kanade-
Lucas-Tomasi feature tracker method [19]. In the obstacle
filtering stage, features of the tracked features that do not

correspond to the road area are considered as outliers and
removed. The histogram of the distance of the tracked features
is used to distinguish the road area from the obstacle area.
Finally, in the downward image generation stage, transforma-
tions are obtained using the refined feature point pairs. The
random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [34] removes
the remaining outliers. Transformation is used to generate
the downward image of the vehicle by fetching the area
corresponds to the location of the vehicle in the current image
from the previous image.

IV. FEATURE TRACKING

A. Region of Interest (ROI) Selection

The AVM used in the study is composed of four fisheye
cameras to ensure the field of view. The building process of the
AVM is followed as described in section II-A. The distortion is
corrected by assuming the omnidirectional camera model [25],
and the corrected image is transformed into a topview. The
method based on weighted average [35] is used to blend four
images into a single image while blurred seam lines remain.
In the fisheye image, the pixels related to wide FoV (field of
view) tend to have significantly low resolution. This leads to
degrade the quality of AVM image near the seam lines. [36]
The RoI should be selected away from seam lines. The red
solid boxes and the blue dashed boxes in Fig.3 are properly
selected RoI.

Figure 3. Selected ROI on the AVM image.

Vehicles are generally prone to move back and forth. There-
fore, the front and rear sides of the vehicle are inappropriate
for ROI because the tracked features last for a short period.
In order to track the features for a longer period based on the
motion of the vehicle, the left and right sides of the vehicle
are suitable for ROI. Hence, in Fig.3 only the red boxes are
selected for the RoI of our system.

B. KLT Feature Tracker

The AVM image is mainly composed of road elements.
The feature matching method is inappropriate on a road
environment that is mainly composed of similar textures.
Therefore, the feature tracking method is used to determine
feature correspondence on the AVM image. With respect to
the feature detection, Harris corner [37], SIFT [20], ORB [22],
and Shi-Tomasi corner [38] were considered. In the experiment
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(described in Section VII-B), the Shi-Tomasi corner is selected
since more features are detected and the tracking lasts longer.
Specifically, 100 features for each ROI are simultaneously
detected by Shi-Tomasi corner detection. Subsequently, we
track those features by using the forward-additive KLT method
[19]. The feature detection is repeated when the tracked
features are reduced to 10 or less.

C. Forward-Backward Error Detection

During the feature tracking process, tracking failure can oc-
cur when the feature is out of the camera view or when there is
an intensive change on the feature point [39]. When the feature
tracking is performed for k frames, the distance between the
original point and the point tracked in the backward direction
by k frames is termed as the forward-backward error [39]. The
features that exhibit a forward-backward error corresponding
to 2 pixels or more are considered as tracking failure, and
the aforementioned features are removed. The number of k is
critical for the real-time performance as the feature tracking
module is a relatively high computational process. The number
of k is determine by 3 through the experiment (described in
Section VII-C).

V. OBSTACLE FILTERING

When the features are mainly detected and tracked on
obstacles, the transformation between the images is not ac-
curate. This is because the AVM images are subjected to
the process of (1) removing the distortion of the fisheye lens
and (2) composing a bird’s-eye-view image by transforming
perspective images to planar images as viewed from above.
Both the aforementioned processes result in distortion in an
object on the ground. Therefore, in the AVM image, tracking
on an object on the ground increases the error rate of the
transformation.

Figure 4. AVM in a situation where there are vehicles on both sides of the
vehicle

Fig. 4 shows the AVM in a situation where there are
vehicles on both sides of the vehicle. Significant distortions are
observed in the right and left vehicle portions. Therefore, even
if the feature points are well tracked in the feature tracking
process, it is necessary to remove the tracked feature points
in area of obstacles on the ground.

Figure 5. The process of obstacle filtering

Fig. 5 represents the process of the obstacle filtering stage.
In Fig. 5 (a), the currently tracked feature points are marked
with a blue circle. The tracking distance means the distance
between the feature point of the current frame and the tracked
feature point of the next frame. This tracking distance of
all feature points in the same frame should be theoretically
the identical. However, the tracking distances of the feature
points tracked on the obstacle have a different tendency from
the tracking distance of the feature points on the ground.
Therefore, this tracking distance is used to distinguish the
feature points on the obstacle from the feature points on the
ground. Fig. 5 (b) shows the tracking distance between the
currently tracked features(blue circles) and the tracked feature
points of the next frame using a straight line. In histogram
of tracking distance step, the tracking distance histogram is
created based on the tracking distance of each feature point,
and the distribution of the histogram classifies the existence
of obstacles and the movement of the vehicle. Fig. 5 (C) is
the result of eliminating tracked feature points on obstacles
according to the classification of the histogram distribution in
the removing feature of obstacle step.

A. Histogram of Tracking Distances

Figure 6. The tracking distance histograms classified by the presence of
obstacles and the status of translation and rotation
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To distinguish the feature points on the obstacle from the
feature points on the ground, the tracking distance histogram
is established based on the tracking distance. However, var-
ious histogram distributions are generated depending on the
presence or absence of obstacles as well as the rotation and
translation of the vehicle. Fig.6 shows the tracking distance
histograms classified into six categories according to the
presence of obstacles and the state of rotation and translation.
In the stop state, the tracking distances of all feature points
are zero. Since the current AVM image and the previous
AVM image are the same when the vehicle is in a stop
state, the tracking distances are zero regardless of whether
there is an obstacle or not. When there is no obstacle and
the translation situation, the tracking distances are distributed
in the form of a bell-shape based on the speed V of the
vehicle. For a rotating situation, the tracking distances near
the axis of rotation are shorter than the tracking distance
away from the axis. Therefore, the tracking distances show a
bimodal distribution separated by the distance from the axis.
When there is an obstacle and in a translation situation, it is
distinguished by whether the obstacle exists only in one ROI
(case 1) or both ROI (case 2). The distribution of the tracking
distances gradually decreases or increases around the mode
due to the slope of the obstacle. Finally, in the case of obstacle
and rotation, the distributions vary depending on the obstacle
location and distance from the axis of rotation. However, in
general, the distributions of the tracking distances appear as
the bimodal distribution.

B. Removing Feature of Obstacle

To compute an exact transformation, the tracking distance
histograms are used to remove feature points on obstacles
that deviate from the predominant tendency(the mode). The
tracking distance corresponding to the mode is considered to
be the predominant tendency because it is the tracking distance
corresponding to the largest number of feature points in the
image. If there is one mode such as distribution with bell-
shaped distribution, it removes the feature points of tracking
distance which is much different from the tracking distance
of mode. In the implementation, feature points of the tracking
distance that differ by more than 1 from mode are removed. If
there are two modes, such as symmetric bimodal distribution,
also remove feature points with a tracking distance that is
much different from the mode. However, if one of the two
modes is very dominant, such as skewed bimodal distributions,
the feature points are removed in the same manner as in the
case of one mode. Thus obstacle filtering keeps the feature
points on the ground as much as possible while removing
feature points on obstacles such as vehicles. This stage is
necessary to obtain an accurate transformation with RANSAC
in the downward view generation stage.

VI. DOWNWARD VIEW GENERATION

It is assumed that the vehicle in the AVM image that is
converted to the fixed top view point exhibits a rigid transfor-
mation relation between the AVM image frames because there
is only rotation and translation. The transformation [A | b]:

[
A | b

]
=

[
s cos θ −s sin θ
s sin θ s cos θ

∣∣∣∣ txty
]

(1)

where s denotes scale, θ denotes rotation, tx denotes move-
ment of x axis, and ty denotes movement of y axis. It is
better to consider the scale even if it is a rigid transformation,
as there is no exact equivalent scale in real world. If the scale
is noticeably different to 1, the prediction is deemed wrong.

When a rigid transformation is computed, a transformation
from the current frame to the previous frame in the backward
direction is computed, not the forward direction from the
previous frame to the current frame, described in Fig.1[

xprev
yprev

]
= A

[
xcur
ycur

]
+ b (2)

For each feature correspondence, xprev , yprev are the x, y
coordinates of feature in previous frame, and xcur, ycur are the
x, y coordinates of feature in current frame. In the backward
direction approach, the transformation [A | b] is applied on
the feature point of current frame. The method of backward
direction is advantageous in synthesizing the downward image
of the vehicle. The application of a forward rigid transforma-
tion from the previous frame to the current frame results in
typecasting in integer units, thereby resulting in pixels with no
value. Therefore, additional interpolation method is required to
handle those holes. However, the application of the backward
direction rigid transformation that fetches the corresponding
region from the previous frame in the current frame is such
that it can be implemented without an additional interpolation
process.

While calculating the rigid transformation, we use the
purified tracking feature pair in the obstacle filtering stage.
The RANSAC method is used to remove outliers that may
still remain. We randomly select a subset of feature pairs from
all the tracked feature pairs and obtain a rigid transformation
which minimize the sum of geometric error [26]:

[
A∗ | b∗

]
= argmin

[A|b]

∑
i

‖Xprev[i]
ᵀ −AXcur[i]

ᵀ − b‖2 (3)

Xprev[i] and Xcur[i] are i-th feature correspondence of se-
lected subset. The calculated rigid transformation matrix is ap-
plied to all features in the current frame, and we calculate the
distance to each of the corresponding feature in the previous
frame. Subsequently, we count the number of features with a
distance less than the threshold. The process is repeated several
times, and the rigid transformation with the highest counted
number is considered as a representative transformation of the
aforementioned feature pairs. The experiment to determine the
iteration number is described in Section VII-E.

The obtained representative rigid transformation is applied
on the under-vehicle region of the current image to obtain the
corresponding region in the previous frame.

Icur(Xcur) = Iprev(A
∗Xcur

ᵀ + b∗), ∀Xcur ∈ D (4)
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Icur(X) denotes the RGB value of the point X in AVM image
of current frame, Iprev(X) denotes the RGB value of the point
X in the AVM image of previous frame, and D denotes the
downward region of current frame. The RGB value of each
pixel in the current downward region is filled with the RGB
value of the corresponding point in the previous downward
region. The downward image of the vehicle is synthesized
to the current AVM by the following process. The AVM
image including the completed downward image is used as
the previous frame while creating the downward image of the
next frame.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

A. Description of Database

The database used in the experiment was obtained through
the AVM System provided by VADAS Surround View 1st
generation [40]. Fig.7 shows the four camera positions that
are mounted on the vehicle. The AVM system uses images
obtained from four cameras on the front, rear, left and right
sides of the vehicle. The resolution of the four cameras
acquired from the fisheye lens is 1280 * 720, and the resolution
of the AVM generated using the camera is 1280 * 720. Our
database is 43 datasets composed of 534694 frames in total.

Figure 7. Location of cameras of the AVM system.

Figure 8. VADAS Surround View 1st generation

The AVM images are obtained in various environments such
as cement, concrete, cracked floor as shown Fig.8, and includes
general driving environment such as shadow or downhill.
Indoor environments such as parking lots are coated with
epoxy or urethane for waterproofing. Therefore, the reflected
light of the room illumination is included in the AVM image.
The transformations between images are obtained based on
the feature point tracking, and thus the indoor environment in
which the indoor light is reflected and the nighttime environ-
ment are not the proposed system environments. Therefore, it
was experimented with various daytime outdoor environments.

B. Feature Decision

Table I
FEATURE DECISION

Category Type of feature Dataset
A B C

Number of
detected features

Harris Corner 31.45 14.85 90.7

SIFT 42.82 7.23 97.95

ORB 27.47 5.45 73.21

Shi-Tomasi 96.11 87.45 100

Number of frames
feature tracked

Harris Corner 2.18 1.25 12.45

SIFT 1.65 1.37 6.72

ORB 11.14 1.50 31.26

Shi-Tomasi 17.49 8.15 21.89

Figure 9. Captured ROI frames of different features being tracked, on the
same moment of the dataset C. (a) is Harris corner, (b) is SIFT, (c) is ORB,
and (d) is Shi-Tomasi corner.

Table I shows the result of an experiment to determine the
feature to be used for the feature tracking described in Section
IV-B. The experiment was done on 3 datasets composed of
4644 frames. The dataset A is an asphalt road environment,
the dataset B is a brick road environment, and the dataset
C is a parking lot environment. Each feature was detected
up to 100, and tracking was performed with KLT tracker to
count the number of frames in which feature points were
maintained. The new set of features will be detected when
the number of tracked features is less then 10. The experiment
was arbitrarily performed on 3 datasets. The Shi-Tomasi corner
detection method was able to detect the maximum number of
features in most frames. Additionally, in most datasets, feature
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tracking with the Shi-Tomasi corner detection was the most
stable method and maintained for a long time. In Fig.9 the
features on the road area are detected well by Shi-Tomasi
corner detection, but others are not. In conclusion, the Shi-
Tomasi corner detection is the most appropriate method for
feature tracking in the road environment.

C. Decision for the Number of Frame in Forward-backward
Error Detection

Figure 10. Experiment result to determine the number of frames in the
forward-backward error detection.

Fig. 10 shows the results of an experiment to determine the
number in the forward-backward error detection step described
in Section IV-C. As the length of frame for the forward-
backward error detection increases, more forward-backward
errors are detected. We empirically found that almost all
the forward-backward errors, which are likely to occur, are
detected with the 10 frames. Hence, we set it to 100% when the
number of frame is 10, in the Fig. 10. The feature tracking step
is a relatively large operation because of the recursive feature
tracking process on the backward direction. When the number
of frames is three, more than 50% of forward-backward errors
are detected. And this is acceptable, as we still have two
more steps (obstacle filtering, and RANSAC) that handle the
outliers. Thus, the number of frame is considered by 3 to
guarantee the real-time process.

D. Obstacle Filtering Performance

This section evaluates the performance of obstacle filtering
that removes feature points that are initialized in the vehicle.
The evaluation uses only the image of the vehicle with the
ROI in the existing database. The performance is measured
by using recall and precision.

recall =
No.ofcorrectlyremovedfeaturepoints

No.offeaturepointsonvehicle
(5)

precision =
No.ofcorrectlyremovedfeaturepoints

No.ofremovedfeaturepoints
(6)

The experiment was executed in an environment with an
obstacle vehicle. The rotation and the translation situation

are separated and evaluated separately. When the number of
features is less than a certain number in the tracking process,
feature detection is performed again, and feature points caught
on the vehicle are removed within a few frames after detection.
Therefore, recall and precision were obtained by counting
from the moment of feature detection in 5616 images with
the vehicle in ROI.

Table II
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED OBSTACLE FILTERING STAGE

Type of
distribution

# of
correctly
removed
feature
points

# of
feature
points

on vehicle

# of
removed
feature
points

Recall Precision

Obstacle,
Translation 448 499 482 89.8% 92.9%

Obstacle,
Rotation 360 515 427 69.9% 84.3%

Total 808 1014 909 79.7% 88.9%

Table II shows the results of the experiment. In the transla-
tion situation with obstacles, recall is 89.8% and precision is
92.9%. In the rotation situation, recall is 69.9% and precision
is 84.3%, by removing the feature points on the vehicle to the
maximum possible extent and maintaining the feature points
on the road by the proposed method. In the stage of obtaining
the transformations, we obtain more precise transformations by
sampling the feature points on the road. Thus, it is synthesized
stably without being affected by the outliers in the image
synthesis step.

E. Decision for the Number of RANSAC Iteration

Figure 11. Experiment result to determine the number of RANSAC iterations.

Fig. 11 shows the results of an experiment to determine
the number of iterations in the RANSAC method. Based on
the maximum count obtained as a result of the RANSAC
method when the number of iterations corresponds to 50,
we measured the percentage of the maximum count for each
iteration number. When the number of iterations corresponds
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Figure 12. Example of the downward view of vehicle generation using AVM

to 10, it already satisfies more than 90% of the maximum
count. Therefore, it is expected that the RANSAC method
will be successful even when the number of iterations only
corresponds to 10.

F. Execution Time

The execution time was measured on a 2.30-GHz Intel Core
i5-6200U CPU with an 8-GB RAM laptop computer. The
number of frames for the forward-backward error detection
is 3, and the number of RANSAC iterations is 10.

Table III
EXECUTION TIME

Preprocess Feature
Tracking

Obstacle
Filtering

Downward
View

Generation
Total

Time (ms) 7.03 18.88 0.02 7.87 33.80

The total execution time corresponds to 33.80 ms per frame,
namely 30 fps. Therefore, the complete process operates in
real-time.

G. Result

Fig.12 shows the result of the proposed system. In order to
ensure that the correct transformations are actually obtained,
we select images with linear components such as lanes and
images with information on the roads. Fig.12 (a) and (b)
show the images obtained from cement and asphalt roads,
respectively, and correspond to the results of the translation
situation. It is observed that the straight line in the image is
maintained as straight. Fig.12 (c) and (d) show the results
obtained from the sway block and asphalt. The parking lines
and directional lines maintain the shape well during the
rotation. Fig.12 (e) and (f) show the images obtained from
asphalt with obstacles on both sides of the ROI. There are
obstacles although parking lines and letters on the road are
composited correctly.

H. Discussions and Future Works

Fig.13 shows bad results due to unstable transformation.
Fig.13 (a) shows the illumination of the indoor environment
that does not match the situation of the proposed system. The
experimental results of the indoor environment indicate that
the reflected light causes the feature points to scatter or wash
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down. Fig.13 (b) shows the trembling of the transformations
obtained from various obstacle height environments. It is
necessary for obstacle filtering to be robust relative to various
obstacles other than obstacles with the same height as the
vehicle.

In the obstacle filtering stage, the histogram exhibits a
different tendency based on the location of the vehicle’s axis
of rotation and the size and height of the object. We classify
and respond to various situations by extending the histogram
in three dimensions by using X gradient and Y gradient
components in the histogram based on the current distance.
Additionally, instead of obtaining the degree of change in
feature points for each ROI, a method to determine the degree
of change in the center point of both ROIs is used such that
it is improved as robust relative to the change in the rotation
axis.

The proposed method in the image synthesis stage deter-
mines the transformations in all the frames, and thus there
is a high difference between the transformations and neigh-
boring transformations when the roughness changes suddenly
or the image is severely blurred. Therefore, we can use the
average and variance of the transformations to determine
the outlier for every frame and improve it by using the
average transformation of the past several frames as opposed
to the obtained transform. Additionally, to reduce the visual
difference between the generated downward image and the
AVM, in the case of lane and leader lines, the line segments
are improved such that they are aligned and synthesized to
lead to line segments.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In the study, we proposed a method to generate a downward
image of current vehicle location by using commercial AVM.
In the tracking stage, accuracy is improved by performing
tracking by using good feature to track as a feature point
suitable for the KLT tracker. In the outlier detection stage, the
feature points on the ground are removed by using the change
in the distance between feature points. The experimental
results indicate that on average recall is 79.7% and precision
is 88.9%, while eliminating the feature points captured by the
object, maintaining the feature points on the road, and enabling
stable sampling at the stage of obtaining the transformation.
Finally, in the downward view generation stage, the refined
feature point obtained through the above two stages are used,
and the transformation matrix is estimated by using RANSAC.
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